This release addresses the following error report:

**Error Report 1865**

It has been reported that the CICS field level helptext for PAN0510 is incorrect.

When the cursor is placed under the Label “Primary” on the UCENPR0 (Notification Preparation) screen and PF1 is pressed to display the field level help for PAN0510, the Code Interpretation section contains ‘Y – Yes’ and ‘N – No’.

The interpreted codes in the Code Interpretation section of the help text should contain ‘P – Yes’ and ‘Blank – No’.

**On-line CICS Field Level Help**

PAN0510

The interpreted code in the Code Interpretation section has been corrected with the appropriate interpreted codes.

**Test Plan**

At UCOP, the revised CICS field help text was verified via the following steps:

1. Function EINS and Employee ID 000000001 are entered on the CICS Main Menu screen.
In the EINS screen, the Legal Plan is changed to ‘XC’, and the Plan Coverage Effective date was changed to 053103. PF5 (Update) is pressed.

2. After pressing PF5 from step 1, the UCECOM0 (Comments Entry) screen is displayed. Press PF10 (NotifPrep).

3. After pressing PF10 from step 2, the UCENPR0 (Notification Preparation) screen is displayed. Place the cursor immediately below the Label “Primary” and press PF1. Verify that the Code Interpretation section of the field level help has been modified.

**Installation Instructions**

1. **CICS HELP**

   Import revised CICS Data Dictionary Definition from PAYDIST.R1494.HELPDDSE (Refer to sample JCL in PAYDIST.R1494.JCL(LOADDDSE))

2. **Testing**

   Perform installation verification testing as described in the Test Plan.

   Perform any desired additional campus testing.

3. **Place revised CICS Data Dictionary Definition in production.**

**Timing of Installation**

The installation of this release is Not Urgent.

This release should be installed so that field level helptext for PAN0510 contains the correct interpreted codes when CICS help is requested by the user via the PF1 key.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence.

If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jackson.Quan@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0464.

Jackson Quan

cc: Jerry Wilcox